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Programming Basics
● Code/source code: Sequence of instructions in a program
● Syntax: set of legal structures and commands that can be used in a 

particular programming language
● Output: messages printed to the user by a program
● Console: text box into which output is printed
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Compiling and Interpreting
● Many languages (such as java) require you to compile (translate) your 

program into a form that the machine understands

● Python instead directly interpreted into machine instructions
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Expressions
● Expression: A data value or set of operations to compute a value

○ 1 + 4 * 3
○ 42

● Arithmetic operations most frequently used
○ + - * /      addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
○ %            modulus (remainder)
○ **            exponents

● Precedence: Order of operations
○ Follow PEMDAS
○ 1 + 3 * 4 = 13
○ (1+3) * 4 = 16
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Division
● Integer Division

○ When we divide integers with / ,  the quotient is also an integer
■ 35 / 5 = 7
■ 84 / 10 = 8
■ 156 / 100 = 1

● Real Division
○ Python can also manipulate real numbers and you can use decimals 

to produce an exact answer
■ 15.0 / 2.0 = 7.5

○ When you mix an integer and real number, the result is a real 
number
■ 1 / 2.0 = 0.5
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Math Commands
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Variables
● Variable: A named piece of memory that can store information

● Assignment Statement: Stores information into a variable
○ Syntax:

■ Name = Value

Java:
int x = 5;
double x = 2.57;
String x = “hello world”;
int[] arr = {1,2,3,4,5};

Python:
x = 5
x = 2.57
x = “hello world”
x = [1,2,3,4,5]
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Print Statements
● Use the command print to output text to the console
● Syntax

○ print(variable)
○ print(“message”)
○ print(item1, item2, …, itemN)

■ Prints several messages on the same line

print(“Hello, world!”)
Age = 45
print(“you have”, 65 - age, “years until retirement”)

What is the output?
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Input
● Input: Reads a number from user input

○ You can store the result of input into a variable

● Example
Age = input(“how old are you? “)
print(“Your age is”, age)
print(“You have”, 65-age, “years until retirement”)

Output
How old are you? 20
Your age is 20
You have 45 years until retirement
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Logic
● Many logical expressions use relational operators

● Logical expressions can be combined with logical operators
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If
● If statement: Executes a group of statements only if a certain condition 

is true. Otherwise, the following statements are skipped
○ Syntax:

if condition:
Statements

● Example:
gpa = 3.4
if gpa > 2.0:

print(“Your application is accepted.”)
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If/Else
● if/else statement: Executes first block of statements if a first condition is 

True, else executes second block of statements
○ Syntax:

if condition:
Statements

else:
statements
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Elif
● Chaining multiple conditions

if condition:
statements

elif condition:
statements

else:
statements

grade = 82

if grade > 90:
print(“You got an A”)

elif grade > 85:
print(“You got a B+”)

elif grade > 80:
print(“You got a B”)

else:
print(“You Asian failed--no dinner for you”)

What is the output
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Loops
● Loops are a very powerful tool that allows programs to continuously run 

or run a set number of times without having to continuously write the 
code
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The for loop
● For loop: repeats a set of statements over a group of values

● Syntax:
○  for variableName in groupOfValues:

Statements

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO INDENT THE STATEMENTS
variableName gives a name to each value
groupOfValues can be a range of integers
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The for loop - Example
for x in range(1, 6):

print(x, “squared is”, x*x)

What is the output?
1 squared is 1
2 squared is 4
3 squared is 9
4 squared is 16
5 squared is 25
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Range
● The range function specifies a range of integers

○ range(start, stop)
■ The integers between start (inclusive) and stop (exclusive)

● It can also accept a third value specifying the change between values
○ range(start, stop, step)

Example:
for x in range(5, 0, -1):

print x
print “finished”

What is the output?
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While
● while loop: Executes a group of statements as long as a condition is 

True.
○ Good for indefinite loops (repeat an unknown number of times)

● Syntax:
while condition:

Statements

● Example:
number = 1
while (number < 20)

print(number)
number = number * 2
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Python Lists
● List is a collection that is ordered and changeable

○ Similar to a java array, but Python lists can be of different data types (only 
problem with that is you can’t use certain functions like .sort() if different data 
types)

a = [‘quant’, ‘challenge’, 100, 3.14, 2*2]

print(a[0])        ->
print(a[:2])       ->
x = a[2] + 23   ->
print(a[0:2])     ->
print(a[0:0])     ->

quant
[‘quant’, ‘challenge’]
x = 123
[‘quant’, ‘challenge’]
[]
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Python Lists
Note - Python lists are not limited to one type

arr = [“Python”, “Java”, ‘C’, 4, 3.14]

Using a list as an array:
arr.append(“Ruby”)

● arr = [“Python”, “Java”, ‘C’, 4, 3.14, “Ruby”]

arr.sort() 
● Error because cannot sort different types

Using a list as a stack or queue:
arr.pop()

● Pops “Ruby”
arr.pop(0)

● Pops “Python”
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Dictionary
Python Dictionary (Very similar to a Java hashmap):
● Indexed by keys
● Uses ‘key:value’ notation

tickers = {“Apple”:“AAPL”, “Tesla”:“TSLA”}
 #Note - dictionaries aren’t limited to types

tickers[“Tesla”]
● “TSLA”
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Functions
Function:
def multip(x,y):

return x*y

Functions can return multiple items 
and different types

Def squareCube(x):
return x*x*x, x*x

m = multip(5,7)
print(m)
square, cube = squareCube(4)
print(square)
print(cube)

● 35
● 64
● 16
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Small Exercise
Write a python program to find the numbers divisible by 5 and 7 in the range 
between 1500 and 2700
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Answer
nums = []
for x in range(1500, 2701):

if (x%7==0) and (x%5==0):
nums.append(x)

print(nums)
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Small Exercise #2
Write a python program to print out the first 50 fibonacci numbers
Every number is found by adding up the preceding 2 numbers
ex/ 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, …
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Answer
arr = [0,1]
for x in range(1,50):
   arr.append(arr[len(arr)-1]+arr[len(arr)-2])
print(arr)
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Python Further Reading
● Code Academy

● Harvard CS50: Introduction to Computer Science course

● Coursera

● Bento.io https://bento.io/topic/python/tutorials 

○ Curated list of tutorials for all skill levels

https://bento.io/topic/python/tutorials
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What is Pandas?
Python package
● Open source library in Python
● Provides fast, flexible and expressive data structures
● Data Analysis Tools
● Types of Data
● Data Structures
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Why Pandas?
● Extremely memory-efficient
● Extremely quick
● Easy handling of missing data
● Automatic and Explicit data alignment
● Slicing, Indexing of large data sets
● Easy Merging and Joining data sets
● Integration with other libraries

○ Compare with R
● Relevant in the Quantitative Finance Industry
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Trading Algorithms
If you want to create a trading algorithm in Python, knowledge of Pandas is 
essentially a MUST as you can get time series data with it.

Other algorithmic trading languages
● Java - BNP Paribas
● C++
● OCaml - Jane Street
● R
● C#
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Essential Libraries
● Pandas

○ Data Structures and Data Manipulation
○ Time Series

● NumPy - Numerical Python
○ Linear algebra operations
○ Tools for integrating connecting C, C++, and Fortran code to Python

● Matplotlib
○ Producing interactive plots and 2D data visualizations

● IPython
○ Ties everything together - environment for interactive and exploratory computing

● SciPy
○ Collection of packages addressing a number of different standard problem domains
○ ex/ scipy.integrate - numerical integration routines and differential equation solvers
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Getting Started
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib as mb

Pandas Data Structures:
● Series

○ s = pd.Series(data, index)
● DataFrame object

○ df = pd.DataFrame(data, index)
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Series
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
pd.Series()
print(s)
Series([], dtype:float64)

data = np.array([‘a’,’b’,’c’,’d’])
s = pd.Series(data)
print(s)

0 a
1 b
2 c
3 d
dtype:object
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Series Contd.
data = np.array([‘a’,’b’,’c’,’d’])
s = pd.Series(data,index=[100,101,102,103])
print s

100 a
101 b
102 c
103 d
dtype: object
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DataFrame

Features
● Columns can be of different types
● Size - Mutable
● Labeled axes
● Can perform arithmetic operations on rows and 

columns
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DataFrame Contd.
df = pd.DataFrame()
print df
Empty DataFrame
Columns: []
Index: []

data = [[‘Alex’,10],[‘Bob’,12],[‘Clarke’,13]]
df = pd.DataFrame(data,columns=[‘Name’,’Age’])
print df

Name Age

0 Alex 10

1 Bob 12

2 Clarke 13
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DataFrame Contd.

data = {'Name':['Tom', 'Jack', 'Steve', 'Ricky'],'Age':[28,34,29,42]}
df = pd.DataFrame(data)
print df

What is the output?

data = {'Name':['Tom', 'Jack', 'Steve', 'Ricky'],'Age':[28,34,29,42]}
df = pd.DataFrame(data, index=['rank1','rank2','rank3','rank4'])

What is the output?
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DataFrame - List of Dictionaries

data = [{'a': 1, 'b': 2},{'a': 5, 'b': 10, 'c': 20}]
df = pd.DataFrame(data)
print df

NaN is important! We will get back to it later

a b c

0 1 2 NaN

1 5 10 20.0
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DataFrame - Dictionary of Series

d = {'one' : pd.Series([1, 2, 3], index=['a', 'b', 'c']),
      'two' : pd.Series([1, 2, 3, 4], index=['a', 'b', 'c', 'd'])}
df = pd.DataFrame(d)
print df

one two

a 1.0 1

b 2.0 2

c 3.0 3

d NaN 4
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DataFrame - Additional Operations

Columns:

print df ['one']

df[‘three’]=df['one']+df['two']

del df['one']

df.pop('two')

Rows:

print df.loc['b']

print df.iloc[2]

print df[2:4]

df = df.append(df2)

What do all these functions do? This is just a taste, 
there are plenty more that you can search up.
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Reading Data
Reading in a CSV file

● da = pd.read_csv(“https://goo.gl/V4kxVT”)
● da = pd.read_csv(“<PATH>”) #example path is C:\Users\Name\Documents\data.csv

print(da)

Now do:
da = pd.read_csv(“<PATH>”, skiprows=[1,5,6])
print(da)
What is the output?

da = pd.read_csv(“<PATH>”,nrows=4)
What is the output?

https://goo.gl/V4kxVT
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Reading Data Contd.
Maximum and Minimum:
print(da[‘Stool’].max())
print(da[‘Stool’].min())

Printing singular columns:
print(da[‘Stool’])

Changing index of data:
da.set_index(‘Patient’)
da = da[::-1] #What do you think this line does?
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Unknown Values
#Pandas knows when values are not filled

a = da.isnull(mb).head(20)
print(a)
#Notice the use of .head()--extremely useful function to find the first x rows

Da = pd.read_csv(“<PATH>”, na_values=[‘?’,-99999]).head(20)
What does this do?
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Reading in Excel
from pandas import ExcelWriter
from pandas import ExcelFile

df = pd.read_excel(‘File.xlsx’, sheetname = ‘Sheet1’)

OR
df_file = pd.ExcelFile(<Path>)
df = df_file.parse(“Sheet1”,header=None)
df.columns = [“Taxon”,”Stool”]
print(df.columns)
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Iterating Lists in Excel
for i in df.index:

print(df[‘Stool’][i])

for i in range(15)
print(df[‘Stool’][i])

What are the outputs?
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Plotting
pl = pd.Series(np.random.normal(size=10)))
pl.plot()

Now try:
● pl.cumsum().plot(grid=false)
● What does cumsum do? What does grid do?
● Try using the functions cumprod, cummax and cummin
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Plotting contd.
da.plot(‘Patient’,’Stool’,figsize=(12,12))
What is the output?

● First string is the x-axis
● Second string is the y-axis
● Figsize is the size of the graph
● You can add additional parameters! Search up online for the full list.
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Other Graphs
Bar graph:
pl.cumsum().plot(kind=bar)

Histogram:
data.cumsum().hist
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Grouping Data
Import data from: https://goo.gl/XxJCyX

● users.groupby(‘occupation’).age.mean()

● users.groupby(‘occupation’).age.agg([‘min’,’max’])

● users.groupby([‘occupation’,’gender’]).age.mean()

https://goo.gl/XxJCyX
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Interactive Example

Link : 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r-mxszuRa9kyhVnrtwI3rgJm5QDvL1kR

Using this data calculate and plot the percentage change in 2013 for the 
following companies

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r-mxszuRa9kyhVnrtwI3rgJm5QDvL1kR
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Solution
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Additional Information and Further Reading

• https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/10min.html
• https://github.com/fonnesbeck/statistical-analysis-python-tut

orial
• http://conference.scipy.org/scipy2013/tutorial_detail.php?id

=109
• Python for Data Analysis: Data Wrangling with Pandas, 

NumPy, and IPython

https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/10min.html
https://github.com/fonnesbeck/statistical-analysis-python-tutorial
https://github.com/fonnesbeck/statistical-analysis-python-tutorial
http://conference.scipy.org/scipy2013/tutorial_detail.php?id=109
http://conference.scipy.org/scipy2013/tutorial_detail.php?id=109
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THANK YOU


